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JOURNAL OF MEDIEVAL ART AND ARCHITECTURE
VOLUME VIII, NUMBER 2 (AUTUMN 2022)

Review: Cleaver, Laura, Alixe Bovey, and Lucy
Donkin, eds. Illuminating the Middle Ages: Tributes to
Prof. John Lowden from his Students, Friends and
Colleagues. Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2020.
ALEX KACZENSKI
Case Western Reserve University

A generation of illuminated manuscript scholars assembled to contribute to a recent
festschrift, Illuminating the Middle Ages: Tributes to Prof. John Lowden from his Students,
Friends and Colleagues (2020), in tribute of their mentor or colleague, John Lowden, a
distinguished and beloved professor at The Courtauld Institute of Art, who began his
tenure in 1982 and retired in 2017, where he trained countless art historians interested
in the Middle Ages (1). The manuscripts specialist has written on subjects ranging from
Byzantine manuscripts to the famous “bloody” devotional codex BL Edgerton Egerton
1821, and his professional projects and distinctions are too numerous to list here.
Following Lowden’s intellectual and academic interventions and style, the entire
volume emphasizes object-based study across its twenty-eight discrete essays, all of
which are of digestible length and comprise the thematic breadths of Lowden’s
teaching. The editors remind the reader that Lowden believed “art history is fun” and
that we should find enjoyment in the following volume, of which this reader surely did
(1, 3).
Readers might expect chapters to be organized by theme, but instead the editors
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Lion, The Bible of Richard of Sholdon, England, perhaps Gloucester, c. 1240, Morgan
Library MS G.18, fol.279v. Photo: J. Pierpont Morgan Library & Museum, New York.
From Chapter 16, Frederica Law-Turner, “From Warwickshire to New York Via
Canterbury.”

have arranged the essays chronologically, with occasional thematic connections. Such
variety inspires us to think of the editors’ labors in assembling Illuminating, explaining
that setting its boundaries within, western manuscript production between the lateantique and 15th centuries was motivated by practical reasons or else the book, already
almost 500 pages, would have been impossible to pick up (1).1 Thus, given the

To emphasize the breadth this volume covers, in this review I have included a variety of images used
throught the book.
1
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significant variety and scopes of articles, this review can only highlight a few chapters
and thematic strands.
Even so, given the current push in medievalist scholarly circles for more studies
that counter Eurocentric narratives, this choice is somewhat surprising. But continued
reading reveals that many contributors do address issues of intellectual and visual
exchange between western Christian manuscripts and Byzantine, Arabic, Jewish, and
other global sources, or
explore non-canonical
topics, reflecting the field’s
contemporary shift. For
example, Hanna Wimmer’s
chapter about Adelard of
Bath’s (c. 1080-c. 1152)
promotion of Arabic
scholarship, the
transmission of

Abraham Ibn Ezra, France,
Paris, 1225-1250,
Bibliotheque de la Arsenal
MS. 1186, f. 13v. Photo:
Bibliotheque de la Arsenal,
Paris. From: Chapter 11,
Patricia Stirnemann and
Judith Kogel, “A Portrait of
Abraham Ibn Ezra (Paris,
Bibliotheque de la Arsenal
MS. 1186).”
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Aristotelian philosophy, and representations of Aristotle in manuscript illuminations,
encourages a wider purview of medieval intellectual production.
Throughout the collection, many authors offer site-specific, inter-material, or
even ecocritical approaches. Mika Takiguchi’s chapter, “The Imagery of Noah’s Ark in
the Mosaic Decoration of Monreale Cathedral,” is a good example. She stresses the
modes of image dissemination by evaluating the connection between an architectural
decorative program and illuminated manuscripts. Even if one is not familiar with the
political machinations of Norman Sicily, Takiguchi provides the necessary historical
background to make her analysis of the Monreale Cathedral’s nave mosaics accessible
to non-specialists, making it a useful example for even an undergraduate student to
follow through its clear introduction, subsequent basic cultural context, and
argumentative goals of the piece. After establishing the site specific political and
religious motivations for constructing the cathedral, which was to be a royal
mausoleum, Takiguchi turns to the Noah cycle spanning five mosaics on the southern
Nave of the Cathedral. She first uses the closely related three-image cycle in Palermo as
a comparative foil, then considers how the visual forms in the mosaics, specifically the
design of the ark as a stone building, parallels the characterization of the ark as church
in manuscript illuminations; an association that has linguistic origins (130-131).
Takiguchi convincingly theorizes that the allegorizing of the Monreale Cathedral as ark
via its decorative program is reinforced through the building’s placement atop a
mountain. She offers further environmental evidence of 12th-century floods in the
region, thereby demonstrating that medieval people’s relationship to the environment
and experiences of natural disasters informed their understanding of biblical events
(133-134). The real value to students is in the essay’s final moves, stressing there is
never one single interpretation of a medieval artwork: Takiguchi offers addition biblical
implications the mosaics as “the church, the Heavenly City, the Tree of Life, Abraham’s
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Virgin and Child, The
Map Psalter, London,
1262–1300, British Library
Add. MS 28681, f.190v.
Photo: British Library,
London.
From: Chapter 12, Sally
Dormer, “The Virgin and
Child, The Map Psalter,
London, British Library
Add. MS 28681.”

Bosom, and the [Last] Judgement” (135). She concludes the chapter with an intriguing
resonance between a (now) famous quadrilingual tombstone from Palermo and the
form of the Monreale ark, to explore potential funerary influences in the mosaic design.
Illuminating’s exciting promises are teased here, and extend beyond its utility in
pedagogical contexts.
One of the most exciting chapters is from Lucy Donkin, an editor of the volume.
Her chapter “Looking Beneath the Surface: Subterranean Space in the Kutná Hora
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Cantional” considers an illuminated frontispiece from a gradual produced in one of
Europe’s silver mining hubs. When one thinks of representations of manual work in
medieval manuscripts, images of the labors of the month or marginal illustrations come
to mind. Rarely are workers featured so centrally, and rarer still are images of them in
underground spaces (although these do exist). Donkin points out that extant
representations of laborers and production are more common in printed texts, for
example Georg Agricola’s De re metallica (1420), while systematized cut-away
subterranean perspectives are commonly found in scenes of the Last Judgment. Even as
she engages with other contemporaneous images of miners and underground spaces in
15th and 16th century books, she demonstrates that it is the Kutná Hora Cantional
frontispiece’s use of a totalizing and dissected perspective that makes it so significant
(417). Her subsection on the moral dimensions of visibility offers a vital analysis of
religious justifications for exploitation of earth’s natural resources: that God placed
precious metals and gems deep in the earth for Man to extract (423-424). She then turns
to the discovery of and digging up of relics and its impact on medieval Christian
thought about the subterranean. The belief that humanity is entitled to take from the
land without consequence still resonates today outside of medievalist confines.
Donkin’s ecocritical and labor-first focus is exciting: her regional case study underlines
the intersection of commerce and religious ideology.
Donkin’s is one example of Illuminating’s array of methodological approaches.
Sarah M. Guérin’s “Ivory Booklets, Devotion in Cologne” practices a more materialbased analysis. Her essay opens with a reflection of her collaboration with Lowden in
2011, after the latter had worked on the extraordinary ivories in the Art Gallery of
Ontario’s Thomson Collection (2010). Foldable ivories, which are portable and
manipulatable devotional objects, share many similarities with manuscripts. Guérin
uses an anecdote about Lowden’s lament that ivories “lack text” to open her
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reassessment
of a booklet
group of
painted
Gothic
ivory booklets,
Devotional
picture
(front
cover),
Cologne,
c. 1330-40,which
ivory she
withargues may all
polychromy,
London, Victoria & Albert Museum 11-1872. Photo: Victoria & Albert
have been produced
Museum, London. From: Chapter 20, Sarah M. Guérin, “Ivory Booklets, Devotion in
Cologne.”

in Cologne (309). Particularly compelling is her comparison between a polychromed
fragmented devotional booklet in Ravenna (Inv.1038) and another ivory booklet at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (1982.60.399), which share based analysis. Her essay
opens with a reflection of her collaboration with Lowden in 2011, after the latter had
worked on the extraordinary ivories in the Art Gallery of physiognomic positions of
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figures and combination of carved scene with painted flat facing surface (320). Guérin
presents a convincing case for the possibility of Cologne ateliers specializing in such
devotional pieces. In addition to providing a fascinating study (on ivories, I admit, that
I have long been intrigued by her piece is an excellent model for students: it combines
historiography with focused object-based research.
Similarly, Catherine Yvard’s chapter “Gothic Ivories Unhinged” begins with
personal reminiscence of her time working with Lowden on the Gothic Ivories Project at
the Courtauld. She also embraces a “Lowdenian” methodology for thinking through the
functional “points of intersection” between manuscripts and ivories (326). To this
reader’s delight, Yvard treats booklets, tablets, or other manipulatable forms of ivories
to a version of codicological analysis. Her equivalency between fragmented ivories and
wooden booklets retaining their original parchment hinges is an enticing suggestion for
thinking through how the fragments might have been assembled (331). Not only does
Yvard embrace close looking and technical analysis in her investigation of hinging and
articulation, but she includes a useful structural diagram (332) and an annotated
illustration (334) which explicate her points for the reader. She concludes with the
transformation of writing tablets with painted interiors into devotional “books,” such as
a 14th-century German piece now in Munich (337). Like many of the previous essays,
this chapter would be a useful resource for students. Yvard’s, and Guérin’s, remind us
of Lowden’s thesis that “art history is fun,” that returning to the materiality of an
artwork promises new insights and discoveries.
Many of the entries are object case studies emphasizing the fruitfulness of closelooking and would be perfect for assigned readings in art history seminars of various
levels. Maria R. Grasso’s Chapter Four, “The Green Tinted Souls of Dives and Lazarus
in the Codex Aureus of Echternach,” would be appropriate for teaching a lesson on
homunculi, or souls depicted as tiny human forms. This manuscript, created c. 1030-45,
contains an illumination of homonculi rendered in both green and flesh toned pigments,
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which do not correlate to any scholarly exegesis. Grasso traces the motif’s theological
origins (57-60) and discusses how these sources, as well as the transmission of other
depictions’ non-living states, might have affected the artist’s intentional coloration (6165). Three other chapters by Beatrice Radden Keefe, Patricia Stirnemann and Judith
Kogel, and Rose Walker, focus on symbolic “portraits'' of significant figures: the 2nd century playwright Terence, the 12th-century Jewish intellectual Abraham Ibn Ezra, and
King Fernando I (r. 1037-65) of León and Castile, respectively. All are useful examples
for thinking through representative strategies, especially the social-political intent
behind image crafting.
The final chapter, “Bloodlines: Medicine and Cosmology in France, China, and
Mexico,” is a fitting end to the collection. Hartnell selects three books–a 15th-century
French Jewish manuscript (MS Hebreu 1181), a 9th-century Tang China medical scroll
(BL S.6168 & S.6262), and a late 16th-century colonial Mexican printed text (Vaticanus
3638)–which contain images of a “bodily-cosmological” system used for medical
bloodletting (464). He offers up “the global not as points of methodological friction but
as obvious partners” (449), allowing the medieval manuscripts scholar to escape some
of the traditional limitations of the field. Even while placing European manuscripts in
dialogue with objects from other cultures and geographies, Hartnell is careful to
maintain the region-specific context of his examples. Each book is given an
appropriately detailed sub-section that includes codicological and historic information,
before formal and theoretical connections are introduced. By establishing “inter-cultural
visual vocabulary,” he reveals potent social critiques, such as the collapsing of Christian
European and indigenous Mexican imagery to further the former’s colonial goals (465).
One sees in the essay parallels between Hartnell’s analysis of different cosmological
figures and the format of the book in which the essay is contained: while the book’s
various contributions focus on equally numerous chronologies, they encourage the
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Zodiac Man, John de Foxton’s Liber cosmographiae, England, 1408, Cambridge,
Trinity College Library MS. R.15.21, f.28v. Photo: Trinity College Library, Cambrdige.
From: Chapter 28, Jack Hartnell, “Bloodlines: Medicine and Cosmology in France,
reader to alight on surprising and valuable connections across the breadth of
China, and Mexico.”
manuscript studies.
In the festschrift, John Lowden is the Zodiacal man encircled by a constellation of
scholars his intellect, mentoring, and spirit have touched in myriad ways. Evidenced by
the numerous authors contributing to the volume and their equally various purviews,
the professor’s passion for manuscripts and medieval art history has been a source of
profound inspiration for his students and fellow academics. Whether one is interested
in Ottonian gospel books or ecocritical approaches to late-medieval illuminations,
Illuminating the Middle Ages offers an intriguing entry for every manuscript scholar and
promises to continue Lowden’s legacy.
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